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Design is the Personality of an Idea:
on Delusion, Individuality and Creation

W

e are all deluded. In the most dangerous ways, the most beautiful ways and the most
banal and benign ways we all exist in a world of our own design, our own creation,
our own filter. Built with our beliefs, our histories, our traumas, our consumption,
our interactions, our societies, our habits, our opportunities and dreams, we design
our own reality.
Art is an expression of our reality, and design is the personality of our ideas.
The artists brought together here use diverse media - film, fashion, paint,
photography, digital collage, and sound - to create full worlds with the precision and
intentionality inherent in the concept of design.
Yet all of us, with our unique delusions, perceptions and experiences, exist in
the same physical world. This exhibition is an exploration of this kaleidoscopic
amalgamation of our individualities.
The featured artists show the diversity and complexity of each of our worldviews:
complete, distinct, nuanced and fantastical. They design and manifest their own
distinct realities.
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love, unrequited: is Nkiruka Oparah’s exploration of missed connections and of the
delusions we harbor about the objects of our affections. How is it possible to adore
so deeply someone who dismisses me? To stare so fixedly at someone who averts his
or her eyes? How could I be so clouded? So wrong? She asks these questions through
layered, manipulatedportraiture and poetry.
In love or infatuation we create a fantastical expansion of the person we are loving.
It is based on a real person in the world, but our vision of them is often largely
constructed. Never forget, the adage goes, that the way you think of a person is not
how they actually are. This truism poses questions about all of our relationships,
particularly those with people we allow into our inner world. Just who are you
inviting? Is it a person or a hanger for a dream we designed? Do we have to wake up?
The flimsiness of the physicality of Oparah’s images illustrates both the wispiness
of our perceptions and the temporariness of her medium. She works in digital design,
using tools that exist only inside our computers. How to manifest that in the physical
world is as much a problem as how to build a work of art that effectively communicates
our inner experience. Her innovative designs accomplish both.
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Akwaeke Emezi, in her introspective video portraits, explores the depth of the
interior world. Hers is also rife with confusion, depression and pain. This inner
sanctum can be all consuming. The rooms where her videos take place are small and
cloistered, but the weight of emotions and thoughts she works through in her videos
are massive enough to shape her entire reality. From inside depression, the outside
world can cave in until the whole world is shrouded darkness; until there is nothing
outside of the bedroom, the bathroom, and our mind. In black and white, with dramatic
sound, images and text, Emezi brings the viewer inside her inner turmoil. She calls
both works self-portraits, though she only uses her physical body as the subject in
Hey Celestial. No matter, her direction and design expresses her perspective and
reality as fully as any selfie could.
Modupeola Fadugba also invites us into her complete interior world. Hers, at least for
the eight days of this series, is a lazy, lounging one.Her subject lets the outside
world pass as she retreats and reclines. Repose offers an essential chance to reflect
and process the endless barrage of stimulation we receive outside. Fadugba calls these
days lazy, but they are more so nourishment for the self. Removed from the pressure to
engage and extrovert, the self can remember who she is, who she has been, and dream
new realities.
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While Emezi’s is stark and monochromatic, Fadugba’s inner world is fanciful and
filigreed. Free from the bounds of action, the mind wanders into expansive, creative
horizons. She manifests this through a female body reconstructed as a gilded,
bedazzled, abstract form.
Nkechi Ebubedike and Joana Choumali work with the ways we present ourselves and are
received in the external world. Choumali presents coquettish Dakaroise women. They
paint their faces lighter shades and adorn their lashes and lips. Sparkly eye shadow
matches intricate embroidery and luxurious bazin fabric. Their get-ups are gaudy to an
extreme that could be considered clownish. But they are not cartoons. They are women
in control of their own image and to them, this is beauty.
By shooting iconic portraits of her subjects, Choumali engages their aesthetic with
the same seriousness the women do. She presses the viewer to examine their own
reactions to the women’s appearances. Do we read them as beautiful or as ridiculous?
With her mirror installation she reminds the viewer that how we perceive and judge
these women is a reflection of our own reality, our own norms and standards.
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In her Bright Boys series, Ebubedike presents stereotypical images of American Black
men distorted to a point they are nearly unrecognizable. With her vibrant colour
schemes and abstract twisting she changes the mood of the images from one of fear
to one of whimsy. In so doing she engages the constructed myth of the scary, hyper
masculine Black man in America while expressing her own reality of artistic, beautiful
and nuanced men.
Selly is the most fantastical of the bunch. In her Alien Cartoon collection, she took
her city, Dakar, and imagined it invaded with constructed, shiny aliens. When she first
displayed “Alien Cartoon” in Dakar, she repurposed an old train station for a fashion
show and sent costumed aliens to walk among the crowd. Her work is always more than
clothes, she creates an immersive experience, complete with installations, videos,
and a soundtrack. The garments exhibited here nod to the precise execution of her
concepts.
The sound artists selected for the exhibit add another layer to the exploration of how
we design our reality. A composer once told me that music is the most emotional of the
arts. I disagree. But music undoubtedly changes our mood, the colour that overlays our
reality.
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The Venus Bushfires and Moonchild Sanelly sound nothing alike. They are each pushing
the bounds of music in their own disparate directions. The works in the gallery look
and feel different when listening to Moonchild Sanelly’s “future ghetto funk” or The
Venus Bushfires’ lilting “ambient afro folk.” The sound installations intend to both
feed the viewer new inspiration to add to our own world creation, and remind us just
how malleable our reality is.
I am tired of the conflation of women with femininity, of the idea that women should
work on women, and of the simplistic images and ideas of African women that still
abound in the public consciousness. With this exhibition I wanted to engage with how
we create our own reality, how we all exist in a world of our own design and I wanted
to bring together artists pushing this idea forward in extreme, unique and individual
ways. I also wanted to subvert any kind of homogeneity in the narrative of what female
African artists are producing by selecting wildly divergent creatives.
The intention is to leave the viewer with no one thing to say about female African
artists. The more you see, the less you know.
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Bio

Allyn Gaestel is a writer living in Lagos. Currently a fellow with the Institute of
Current World Affairs, she formerly wrote reportage with a focus on human rights and
gender for outlets including The New York Times, The Washington Post, The Los Angeles
Times, Al Jazeera, The Guardian, and The Atlantic. She has reported from over a dozen
countries.
She studied photography at Haverford College and the University of Pennsylvania, and
worked at the Cantor Fitzgerald Gallery. She facilitated a Haitian art show at the
Culturefix Gallery in New York and likes to make photos, which are sometimes published
with her written work.
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Joana Choumali
ADORN
Mixed Media (2015)
Of course beauty is inner ... It is buried under makeup!” Nadine de Rothschild
“ADORN” means to make something more attractive by addition. It means to embellish with pretty
objects or to animate, enliven or decorate with ornaments. The photographic series “Adorn”
deals with contemporary Senegalese women reinterpreting European beauty standards with modern
makeup. I used to see pictures online of women in Mali and Senegal in extravagant makeup. They
had shaved eyebrows redrawn with henna or permanent tattoos, excessive powder foundation and
copious amounts of blush on their prominent cheekbones. They redesigned their lips with a dark
brown pencil and then colored them with bright gloss.
These women are inventive in their efforts to create the perfect image. They decorate and
seduce. They are not shy, they strive to be noticed, to please and impress. And they are
celebrated at baptisms and weddings, social events where they flash their shine. Yet some
criticize this ornate makeup. Initially, I too was shocked by their aesthetic. It seemed
unnatural to me. But through the process of producing this work, my impressions changed. I
began to see these women as artists in their own right, with limitless creativity. They paint
their faces in a surreal style; they sculpt their own seduction. They embellish themselves and
in so doing, embellish reality. Censorship and tasteful codes do not matter. The most important
thing is to be beautiful by any means possible. But who defines what is beautiful or ugly? What
influences our relationship to beauty, our perception of what is good or bad taste? Where does
tradition start? Where does it stop?
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In this makeup I see parallels to geishas, with their powdered white faces and highlighted
features. I see traces of contemporary ganguro and harajuku girls in Tokyo, with their
uninhibited extravagance in makeup. I also think of the nomadic Bororo Fulani of the Sahel who
cover their faces with rust colored foundation and paint it with yellow lines. The aesthetic
of these Dakaroise women seem at odds with contemporary notions of “sophistication” and “good
taste.” But they are creating their own fashion, shining in their own environment, and they are
doing so now, so it is by definition contemporary. But still their look raises questions. Why
is the foundation powder so much lighter than the original skin color? What is this frantic
need to stand out and be admired?
What does the practice of outrageous makeup imply? Is it a form of protection? I am interested
also in how these women transform western beauty codes. They use European makeup, but they
reinterpret it in their own image. Why does it cause such violent rejection and mockery from
certain Africans? What does it trigger? Without judgment, or a final answer to these questions,
my eye landed on the shapes, the colors, and the faces as a whole ensemble. These daring
artists of the ephemeral, despite facing criticism, create an image that on their own terms
gives them the feeling of being valued, different, noteworthy. They are unapologetic.
Bio
Joana Choumali, born in 1974, is a fine art photographer based in Abidjan, Côte d’Ivoire.
She works primarily on conceptual portraiture, mixed media and documentary. She uses her
photography to explore her own identity. Much of her work focuses on Africa, and what she, as
an African is learning about the myriad cultures around her. Her work allows her to explore
assumptions she has and nourishes her as she expands her conceptions of the world. She is the
winner of the POPCAP’14 Piclet.org Prize, and the LensCulture Emerging Talents Award, 2014. She
has exhibited her work in Abidjan, Amsterdam, Barcelona, Basel, Cape Town, Casablanca, Dakar,
Lagos, Nice, Vienna and other major hubs.
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Adorn 1, Mixed media (2015)
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Nkechi Ebubedike
Bright Boys
Digital collage printed on canvas (2015)
Bright Boys subverts the stereotype of terrifying hyper-masculinity present in mainstream media
representations of Black men. The pieces incorporate video stills and specific iconography from
contemporary urban culture. I manipulate these characterizations by juxtaposing the images
within an imagined landscape of my design. The form and color denote various psychological
states, including hope, despair and isolation. I bring a female gaze and vibrant colors to
alter these images to the point of near unrecognizability.
The concept of Blackness is different in Nigeria and in America. But in the US now it is a
fraught topic. Black men are daily targeted, profiled, stereotyped and attacked physically by
authorities and also conceptually in the ways they are represented and perceived. With this
work I take the liberty to construct my own interpretation.
My work incorporates altered photographs, found objects, drawings and erroneous footage into
installations. I draw loosely on autonomous visual elements used in Utopian constructivist
designs. I am interested in exploring the intersections between my experiences in hybrid urban
and suburban surroundings. I often place characters into temporal meditations on landscapes.
I examine delineations of space or create characterizations of my encounters within various
intersections of culture. My life has been peripatetic, I’ve lived in Baltimore, rural Nigeria,
Paris, London and Florida.
My work reflects this nomadism and explores the layers of places that influence me.
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Bio
Nkechi Ebubedike, born in 1984, is a Nigerian American artist living in Washington and London.
She is an MA graduate from Central Saint Martins College of Art & Design, London (2011).
She has a BFA from the Carnegie Mellon University, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. She studied
at the École Nationale Supérieure des Beaux-Arts, Paris, France in 2005.  Working across
painting, sculpture and installation, Nkechi Ebubedike makes material assemblages and videos,
experimenting with the distortion and suspension of meaningful, culturally significant images.

Bright Boys #3, Digital Collage printed on canvas (2015)
Bright Boys #1, Digital Collage printed on canvas (2015) p 20 - 21
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Akwaeke Emezi
UDUDEAGU

Film | 1:45 | Lagos, Nigeria | 2014

HEY CELESTIAL

Film | 2:00 | Pantin, Paris | 2014

In creating ‘Ududeagu’, I wanted to invent a piece of visual mythology that examines loss and
leaving from multiple perspectives. Simplicity was important to me, so I stuck to stark and
monochromatic images, a brief script, and tight language. I deliberately located these images
of leaving, loss, and loneliness in acknowledged private and intimate spaces, shooting in a
bedroom and adjoining bathroom.
The narration was originally written in English, then I translated it to Igbo during a visit
to Aba with my father. Igbo is a language I’m not particularly fluent in, but I was insistent
on doing the narration myself because it’s important to me to work in my language and to be
tangibly present in the work. Being involved in the translation process allowed me to engage
with the meaning of words in a way that resonated with me as a writer. For example, the word
my father chose for ‘soul’ directly translates to ‘seed of the heart’. To say ‘you cannot’ do
something is to say ‘you do not possess the strength’ to do it. I found details like these
engaging and profound as I reconnected with my language while editing this work.
‘Ududeagu’ is also a gendered self-portrait in which the subject’s male body becomes a proxy
for my own. Additionally, it is important to note that the story told in ‘Ududeagu’ was not a
pre-existing narrative. Using the structure of a folktale in the narration follows a cultural
pattern of intergenerational storytelling and creates a new myth that fits into the parameters
of what we have known myths to be.
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‘Hey Celestial’ is a video capstone project based on the texts of Toni Morrison. It examines
Morrison’s recurring character of the wild/wanton woman, using images of silence and absence
to depict her in the isolation created by her freedom. In using my body as the subject of
this piece, I also drew on my personal experience with suicidal ideation and depression
while working with the concepts of secluded madness, leaving and subsequent devastation, and
an indifference to death. The isolation shown is representative of my inner world and the
juxtaposition of sung text, intertext, and subtitled text deliberately recreates the discord of
the madness experienced within.
‘Hey Celestial’ follows ‘Ududeagu’ in a self-portrait series, both shot in monochrome and
restricted to contained and private spaces. They are both depictions of an interior world that
translates text from my perspective as a writer into visuals, incorporating the two through
subtitles, intertext, et cetera. I chose restricted spaces instead of open ones because I
wanted to focus on this interiority, on what a mind or story is like in private, and especially
on the loneliness and loss experienced in both pieces.
Bio
Akwaeke Emezi is an Igbo/Tamil writer and filmmaker based in liminal spaces. She was born in
Umuahia and raised in Aba, Nigeria. Her work moves through spaces of psychosexual dislocation,
traditional spiritual practice, loss and death, and confronts the intricacies of navigating
humanity. Her experimental short ‘Ududeagu’ won the Audience Award for Best Short Experimental
at the 2014 BlackStar Film Festival and has screened in over thirteen countries.
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UDUDEAGU | Film | 1:45 | Lagos, Nigeria | 2014
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Modupeola Fadugba
Eight Days of Lazy
Acrylic on canvas (2014)
For a long time, growing up, I thought the world was flat. Unconsciously, I clung to the archaic
concept that Earth was a plane or disk floating in orbit; that gravity mystically prevented
people and large bodies of water from falling off the edge. In hindsight, this mis-education
must have stemmed from my earliest recollection of a world map. I must have been four years
old when the world presented itself to me as a beautifully colored poster, plastered across my
classroom wall. It was a flat, rectangular poster. The lines and shapes were pretty. It appeared
as though somehow, with some manipulation, all the pieces might fit together like a jigsaw
puzzle. With this observation, the image of the world and its dimensions were sealed in my mind
with unquestionable certainty.
As I grew older, whenever confronted with an alternate, spherical model of the map, I
rationalized facts and drew up creative explanations as to why, in science classes, teachers
chose to display the flat world as a circle. Fundamental differences in perception, I assumed.
Many years later, a comical yet critical line of observation and questioning during a physics
class would lead me to the earth-shattering revelation that the world was in fact, not flat. At
this time, I was 16. A young adult harboring a toddler’s worldview. A looming cloud of doubt
would cast the days, weeks and years that followed. Doubt, in small part about my mis-educators
and mis-education, but largely about myself. It was as though I had been living in my own
planar, proverbially un-true universe.
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In subsequent years, I would busy myself by learning more about physics. And education. And the
world. I would later read a book that suggested the world was indeed flat. The author thought
it a clever metaphor to describe interconnectivity of people and places through technology. I
thought it a slight on my long held beliefs. I occupied myself by posing more questions, which
brought new clouds of doubt. In my quest for re-design, I encountered more authors of confusion
along the way. I compounded this with more busyness. Eventually, I grew weary and longed for
time and space away from the disappointingly round world. I would need a whole week- no- a
little longer, to manipulate all the shapes and lines.
I decided to retreat from my perpetual busyness early last year. I left my job and granted
myself permission to be unbothered and lazy for eight full days. Permission to deconstruct my
former Earth. To reconfigure all I ever consumed, clung to, prayed for and forgotten. In this
extended week, I was by myself. No props, no background, no tangible context. Only colour.
Each day in the Eight Days of Lazy series represents a world of its own. It’s unique abuse and
excess, it’s own due global warming. It’s own shapes and pretty lines. In each world, I found
sporadic instances of harmony, but most times, the pieces of me waged violent wars against
one another. Unlike the book I read and the jigsaw, people and places of these worlds did not
always connect.
It may take a while before I can fully reconcile what happened in those eight days. But now
and here, I invite you into my inner world(s) of sloth as you view this on-going body of work.
Welcome, and join me in this colourful attempt at evolution. Not to be too intrusive, but I
sense and hope you might recognize something familiar in the hues. That you might find a link
between days one and eight. That outside of my art and in your real lives, you might permit
yourself to luxuriate in prolonged laziness, whenever necessary. That you may, on day 3 or
4, have an overdue conversation with your four-year old self.... Or, simply wonder how anyone
could believe the world was flat...
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Bio
Modupeola Fadugba is a Togo-born Nigerian of many parts. She received her B.Sc. in Chemical
Engineering, University of Delaware (2008), followed by a Masters of Education, Harvard
Graduate School of Education (2013). She won the “Outstanding Production” prize in the 2014
National Art Competition. Her exhibition history includes the Red Door Gallery/Art Energy
Exhibition in London (2015), Joburg Art Fair (2014), Female Association of Artists in Nigeria
(FAAN), the French Embassy’s “Women in Development” Exhibition, Abuja, (2014), “Path to
Prominence”, University of Delaware (2008) and a Solo Exhibition in Arusha, Tanzania (2004).
Modupeola’s works have been frequently featured in the Arthouse Contemporary Auction in Ikoyi,
Lagos. She lives and works in Abuja, Nigeria.

Day 3
Acrylic on canvas,
72 x 36” (2014)
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Selly Raby Kane
Alien Cartoon
(2014)
Alien Cartoon Collection is a reflection on an Invaded African city, where naive and fantastic
creatures would evolve among Human beings. This raises a million questions. What would this
city look like? What would art become? What would its inhabitants wear? How would we go from
one place to another? The possibilities are infinite. With an Afro-surrealistic and a cartoony
influence I explore the answers and attempt to find solutions to the interrogation that such a
naïve and fantastic journey could raise through garments and silhouettes.
Bio
Selly Raby Kane created the fashion label Selly Raby Kane SRK in 2011. She has a degree in
Management / Business Administration and a Masters in Product Management for textile and
clothing industries from Mod’Spe Paris. With unbridled creativity, she builds a cartoony,
surreal, playful universe through her brand and overturns Senegalese fashion codes and trends.
SRK has deep fantastic and cinematic influences. Her line is edgy and avant-garde and has been
featured in international media including WAD magazine, VOGUE IT, ARTE, Okay Africa, etc. From
street fashion shows to unusual venues, SRK swims counter current, building bridges between
different forms of art and fashion. A darling of Dakar’s underground, Selly Raby Kane lends her
style to numerous icons such as: Flaviana Matata (former Miss Universe), Cristina de Middel,
Nai Palm (Hiatus Kaiyote) Poundo Gomis (Editor of Okay Africa), the Nubians, Daara-J Family.
Her latest collection “Alien Cartoon” was presented last May at Dakar’s old train station,
which was transformed for the occasion into a surreal and surprising alien city in the heart of
Dakar.
29
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Nkiruka Oparah
love, unrequited: a strange paradise and paranoid ideation of the mind for the fulfillment of
self pleasures
Digital collage printed on textile (2014)
It started with a search for truth. Not an objective truth or a universal truth - but a
personal Truth.
For me, that meant starting from the center and working outward, from inner experiences and the
questions I had, to the external spaces and conscious reality in which I lived my life.
For me, that search began at God; the spirit itself, the only being (immaterial or material)
that had ever provided any sense of stability in my life in all circumstances.
I recognized the duality of all things and the duality within my self. With time, I recognized
multiplicities of a whole self: self-knowledge, the intuitive, the unknown and indescribable. I
found that within me was both a space for the conscious ego experience and the internal mosaic
of dreams, desires, utopia and apocalyptic visions.
But I also uncovered another space, one composed of the unconscious. One that held symbols,
figures, and meanings that I did not know or understand. This is a space that silently informed
the world that I created. It is a space that knew how I could be a better individual. It draws
from my external life and inner experiences, from a collective unconscious and the digital
realm. Through the extraordinary bundle of relations between images it helps me to translate
and understand my truth. These works are the portraits of that truth, the portraits of my
becoming.
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Bio
Nkiruka Oparah is a first generation Nigerian born in Los Angeles, CA and based in Brooklyn, NY.
With a background in psychology and fashion marketing, Nkiruka is self-taught in the field of
visual arts. She uses her art to explore notions of self individuation, the spirit, love, and
the sacred spaces of the psyche. Her graphic/digital collage studies and experimental practice
is realized in a variety of media, from gif animations, installation, editorial artwork, and
video.
1
study n°040615
In essence
i am asking you to empty your past.
Come to me a clean slate.
although,
i cannot present my love to you the same
i am asking you to wait.
To wait
for me to believe in the idea that
I am whole.
Yet i do not believe, i fear.

in transformation in an ever-changing star
that is the constellation of my birth
i am begging you
Come find me.
in my insanity and meaning
in sacrifice and betrayal
in the superficial and the depths
in love and abandonment
in understanding and absurdity
in loyalty and disappointment
amidst certainty and fear itself

i am asking you to leave behind memories
that have shaped you into who you are...
and be reborn in my future
Yet i cannot see.
i am asking you to believe

to find me
to find your self
to love me
to love God
For what is more ambiguous than love?
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study n°121714, projection or rejection? the
anima meets resistance to inertia
Digital collage printed on textile (2014)
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Moonchild Sanelly
RABUBI vs RAMBO
Intruments: Sax, trumpet, Guitar, Drums, Vocals and synths with electronics
Length: 16 mins
I grew up surrounded by different sounds. My brother was a hip-hop producer, my mother played
jazz and my grandmother’s house was full of Kwaito dancers. Kwaito is traditional South African
beats from the 90’s, it’s like South African hip-hop from back in the day. It’s very ghetto,
it takes me back to when people were wearing bucket hats, all these intricate details of their
fashion.
My work is an infusion of my layered influences. I’m drinking inspiration from everything around
me, but what I produce is unlike anyone else’ work. I call it future ghetto funk. It reminds
you of the dusty streets of Soweto. It’s edgy, electronic.
When something is different we tend not to celebrate it in our country. South Africans
sometimes struggle to digest something that is theirs but is also different.
I sing in Xhonglish, but you don’t have to understand the words to relate to it. I address
serious issues in my music, but I keep the hook light so people don’t even know what they are
falling into.
I create an entire aesthetic from my hair to the lighting of my videos, and of course the
layered contours of my sound. When it comes to my music, you should close your eyes, follow
the imagery created in your head and just ride.
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Bio
Moonchild was born to an extroverted woman of song whose independence was before her time.
At the age of 6 months Moon found love in front of the camera. Young Moon burst onto the
entertainment scene as a child model and hasn’t left the scene since. She began performing
at talent shows as soon as her legs could carry her and the result of her early start is an
exceptional ability to improvise. Following her mothers sudden death, when she was only a
teenager, Moonchild left her home town in the Eastern Cape to study fashion in Durban. She
quickly made a name for herself in the Durban music scene, performing at festivals across
KwaZulu-Natal. She has since relocated to Johannesburg where her presence has been no less
noticeable. Moonchild has performed alongside artists such as Madala Kunene, Gcina Hlope and
Busi Mhlongo. The move to the city of lights has also presented the opportunity to collaborate
with the likes of the BLK JKS, Toya Delazy, Thandiswa Mazwai and many more.  The new album
“Rabulapha” is out in stores and iTunes. She had two hit singles on 5FM and YFM “Rabubi’ and
“Cut The Cake”, which was number 1 on the 5FM charts. Her next tour will include performances
in New York City for CMJ Fest and SXSW 2016 in Texas.
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The Venus Bushfires
Fragile Light
Instrument Hang
Length: 9.02 mins
I am a woman. It is part of the spirit that fills my vessel. I am truths and
contradictions, courage and fear. In body and heart I am sacred and profane. It is not all I
am, but nature and nurture has shaped my world largely through this perspective.
In my conscious mind, I create my world, my universe through music and sound. I
invite curious, open, adventurous and wandering eardrums into my world. For those shared
moments we share the same reality, one that is birthed in sound and melody and lives on
through the memories of those shared moments. Causing us to laugh and cry and reminisce about
the time shared listening to the same piece of music, a sequence of sound makes us feel we are
all one, even if only for that moment in time.
Thank you African Artists’ Foundation and the Female Artists’ Platform Exhibition 2015 for
welcoming me into your world. Through my musical composition ‘Fragile Light’ I invite you and
welcome you into mine.
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Bio
The Venus Bushfires is a collective of one and many, of which Helen Parker-Jayne Isibor is the
only constant member. The Nigerian born singer-songwriter, composer and performance artist
explores the ethereal sounds of the hang, the power of the talking drum and the quirks of
children’s toys, cross-fertilizing multiple visual and musical styles. Helen harnesses
influences from avant-garde, psychedelic, tribal and meditative arts and draws inspiration from
70’s musical pioneers such as Fela Kuti and Can, creating music and stories that explore the
sensual and the spiritual. She describes her music as Ambient Afro Folk.
Helen is known for her captivating and trance inducing live sets, immersive performance art
shows and impromptu sound journey displays in unusual spaces. She has created music for
Christian Dior, Sony PlayStation, Disney, Oxfam and British Asian Trust (one of HRH Prince
Charles’ personal charities) and her songs have also featured on French television and
documentary films.
In 2008 she orchestrated the world’s first ever ‘hang flash gig’ at the Lovebox festival which
was broadcasted on Channel 4. Last summer she found herself playing percussion for Sir Paul
McCartney which she says was a “huge and surprise blessing that came out of nowhere”. She has
recently performed at London Fashion Week, the Victoria and Albert museum, Old Vic Tunnels,
Amnesty International, Oxford University, BBC radio and TV, Royal Horticultural Society,
The Honourable Society of the Inner Temple and various festivals from Brazil to Benin City
(Nigeria).
Her debut EP “The Venus Bushfires”, was released in February 2013 and is available on her
website. She is currently working on an immersive exhibition exploring synæsthesia (union
of the senses) and composing contemporary hybrid African folk songs that will serve as the
stimulus for the sensorial experience.
www.thevenusbushfires.com
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About the Female Artists’ Platform
With the art sector in Nigeria rapidly developing, African Artists’ Foundation
(AAF) conceived of an initiative positioned to highlight the importance
of investing in female artists, designers, and women in the arts and
culture industries in Nigeria. Early in its establishment, AAF recognised
a disproportionately low number of women participating in the arts
community, compared with their male counterparts. The Female Artists’
Platform (FAP) was created as a programme designed to help encourage
and challenge women interested in visual art, and provide unimpeded
opportunities for the expression of their perspectives and reactions.
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About AAF
African Artists’ Foundation (AAF) is a non-profit organisation dedicated
to the promotion and development of contemporary African art.
African Artists’ Foundation serves a significant role in art and academic
communities through organizing exhibitions, festivals, competitions,
residencies, and workshops with the aim of unearthing and developing
talent, creating societal awareness, and providing a platform to express
creativity. By providing assistance to professional and emerging artists in
Africa and support to international exhibitions and community outreach
programmes, African Artists’ Foundation views the contribution to a strong
cultural landscape in Africa as a transformative element in driving social
change.
www.africanartists.org
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Media Partners
TW Magazine

Cool FM
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AAF Staff
Azu Nwagbogu - Director
Alafuro Sikoki-Coleman - Creative Director
Wunika Mukan - Brand Director
Tinuke Atilade - Admin & Finance Director
Olayinka Sangotoye - Gallery Manager
Buki Adebimpe - Senior Project Coordinator
Paulina Nzeh - Project Coordinator: Media
Adetutu Sotomi - Project Coordinator: Social Media
Folashade Okeyinka - Project Coordinator/ Artist Liaison
Helene Mildenberger - Project Coordinator/ Intern
Hezekiah Adim - Design Assistant
Taofeek Arowolo - Gallery Assistant
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Colophon
This exhibition catalogue was published on the occasion of the exhibition
‘Design is the Personality of an Idea’ organised by African Artists’
Foundation (AAF) and supported by The Ford Foundation.
July 19 - August 3, 2015
Design by Alafuro Sikoki-Coleman
Creative Director, African Artists’ Foundation
© 2015 African Artists’ Foundation (AAF)
All rights reserved. No part of this publication shall be reproduced or
transmitted in any form or by any means without prior permission from
African Artists’ Foundation.
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African Artists’ Foundation (AAF)

...Be inspired
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